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The Need for Editing 

The following are real samples culled from student papers; these examples illustrate the need for 

careful editing of grammar, mechanics, and readable style.  Try to determine the problems and 

appropriate corrections or improvements.   

1. My family would always talk down about her.  Except for this one individual, who never 

talked bad about her Zoey! 

2. My student requested a recommendation for a good instructor in "suppository writing." 

3. "At my grandmother's house we enjoyed bowels full of Cheerios..." 

4. "Sexually unresponsive females are one of the world's most severe problems." 

5. "Fluency is the key to making a presentation pleasing to the ear.  If it's all chopped up and 

wordy, the listener floats away and pays more attention to the fly flying." 

6. From a 2301 essay:  “As Mr. Gladwell points out going to an Ivy school is a form of 

status symbol. If a student attends and graduates they are of the elite in suicide.” 

7. “Managing children as a parent requires authority.” 

8. “In the article I read from the Times magazine called „Why men and women argue 

differently‟, it discussed how US research into marital stress on the heart has found an 

interesting finding about the way some partners are prone to “self-silencing” during 

arguments.” 

9. I started Santa back when it was a community college in 1999 just graduating from high 

school.  

10. I found time to get back in school as my children are getting a little older and doesn‟t 

require as much of my time now as then when they were younger.  

11. I am a 32 year old husband and father of four children. 

12. I am also trying to change careers due to my current career is taking a toll on my body. 

13. Problems in the way the American society is being taught and educated is uneffective in 

the the American education system. 

14. When baseball started as a freshman, things were back to normal, dad was watching the 

games, and I was playing instead of sitting on the bench. 

15. I would like to suggest too place your sources in apathetical order, because when we do 

the paper next week; we will have to include a work cited pages and the sources are 

required to be placed in that order. 


